Reply to A computational evaluation of the evidence for the synthesis of 1,3-dimethylcyclobutadiene in solid state and aqueous solution--beyond the experimental reality.
Following earlier reports on the photochemical synthesis of 1,3-dimethylcyclobutadiene in a protective host matrix, theoretical calculations for the formation of that adduct have been recently performed by Rzepa. The author formulated criticisms based mainly on density functional theory calculations of (1)H NMR spectra. According to Rzepa the calculated spectra do not correspond with our measured spectra, which leads him to the conclusion that our interpretation is wrong, and that mainly cyclobutadiene has not been stabilized or even synthesized; we believe, however, that the initial model that Rzepa used for his calculations does not correspond to chemical reality or is at the very least a crude simplification of it, which implies that his calculations cannot match, in every point, our experimental spectra. Rzepa's simplified models might be 'reasonable' from the theoretical point of view; however, in the case of assessment in the solid state, the theoretical setup does not force the system to preserve the confined stabilizing space defined by the crystalline matrix for encapsulated hosts in the solid state. Inversely, in the case of solution modeling, the theoretical setup is too rigid to properly assess the complex equilibria occurring in solution and to accurately determine the NMR spectra of exchanging species in solution. The inconsistency between our experimental results and the results of the theoretical models proposed by Rzepa is such that his conclusions are considered to be too far from experimental reality. Accurate modeling taking in account "reasonable" experimental details would be a worthwhile endeavor.